
Who we are



John Lennos Makoni

▪ An Agro entrepreneur with a practical diploma in Agriculture, 

▪ Bsc in Crop Science, MBA in food and  agribusiness 

▪ winding up a PHD on adoption of technology by small scale farmers.

▪ Has a passion for development of subsistent farmers to small scale 

commercial farmers.

▪ Has been working with potatoes and sweet potatoes since 1992



EUROPE AFRICA SEED INITIATIVE (Seed and Trade)

▪ 2 Locally registered companies

▪ Part of the initiative is  in the Netherlands, SADC, Central and Eastern 

Africa

▪ Produces and markets a wide range of Field crops, Vegetable seed and 

Improved pastures

▪ Input and out bundling through 1100 Agrorenuers who are village based

▪ EASI Seeds and Trade Offices are in Harare





The business 
case/opportunity

Seed tubers are...

• Bulky and perishable (2,500 kg required to plant 1 
hectare)

• Supply of quality seed tubers is limited in Zimbabwe

• We need varieties that are adapted to our local 
conditions

Hybrid True Potato Seeds can help to solve all these 
issues

• HTPS is small / easy to transport / easy to store

• We can provide our Smallholder customers with 
transplants at a competitive price point grown from 
CLEAN HTPS compete with locally available seed 
tubers

• Using hybrid breeding our supplier can quickly 
develop and upscale new varieties for our country



Three key challenges
• Healthy Seedlings are key to a successful harvest

• We have taken on the Challenge of growing the
seedlings so that our customers can be assured of a 
quality starting material.

• Timely transplanting and early crop management help 
ensure success

• We spend a great deal of effort educating our
Smallholder customers about the differences between
HTPS seedlings and seed tubers.  Most of our
customers are vegitable farmers so they quickly see the
changes that are required.

• Access to market outlets for the ware potatoes

• We work actively to promote relationships with our
customers and end users like markets / hotels / 
restarants.  This creates a pull for the products and help 
ensure that the farmers have a reason other than local
consumer to manage their crop to a successful harvest.



Key take away for
successful introduction

• Take time to clearly inform your target audience 
about the changes that they will encounter when 
moving from seed tubers to HTPS.

• Have a plan to manage the changes in farming 
practices vs seed tubers and make sure this is clearly 
understood. 

HTPS is still in the early stages of its development and 
introduction.  But, it is moving quickly.  Make sure to 

define local best practices and be able to 
communicate these to your partners.  

Innovation in our sector is the key to growth and HTPS 
is the most exciting thing to happen in potatoes in 

decades if not longer.


